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Planter wall block
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project 
ideas
for the 
weekend

planter wall 
block (see page 26)
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#mypermaconproject

townsend wall
(see page 23)

skyline wall
(see page 22)
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designed with the do-it-yourselfer in mind, this top quality 
product line is produced by permacon, the leading 
manufacturer of precast concrete products for the 
landscaping and masonry industries.

 Plan your Project1
any project will be better visualized with a well thought out plan. it will also 
make it easier to correctly estimate materials needed.

In the permacon product line, you will surely find the look and features you’re 
looking for. In order to obtain an even distribution of colour and texture, it is 
recommended that you choose from more than one cube at a time. moreover, 
working down each cube always gives the best results.

with your measurements in hand, use the simple formulas listed on our product 
pages to determine how much material you’ll need. It’s easy, you’ll see.

It’s now up to you. excavation, foundation, installation and finishing… at the 
end of this brochure, you will find the installation guide for each product line. 
whether it is for the installation of paving stones, slabs, and/or a wall, follow 
the appropriate guide.

 watch our installation videos about walls, slabs and paving stones at  
permacon.ca

 choose your Products2

 estimate quantities3

 install… and enjoy!4

your Project in 4 stePs
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colour

unIT

description

with their large size and their straight, clean lines, 
the modular and modern piazza slabs are the secret 
to trendy projects. Their simple geometric shape 
makes installation easy.

layIng paTTerns

range grey

weight per product 48.5 lb / 22 kg

number of units per ft2 0.39

Quantity per cube 56 units

600 mm
23 3/4" 

400 mm
15 3/4" 

50 mm
2" 

lInear paTTern
cenTer - cenTer

Piazza® slabs

quantity estiMate

X = X 0.39 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required
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colour

unITweight per product 56 lb / 25 kg

number of units per ft2 0.41

Quantity per cube 44 units 300 mm
11 13/16"

50 mm
2"

750 mm
29 1/2"

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.41 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

chalettM slabs

argenTo

description

The chalet slab perfectly imitates the chic and 
warm effect of real wood without the maintenance 
that this material requires.

with its soft texture, the chalet slab is perfect for 
your terraces, patio or stepping stones. an elegant 
and timeless slab.

Features and beneFits

 – real wood look without its disadvantages 

 – convenient and ideal installation for covering 
large areas

 – Trendy colour which blends perfectly with 
different layout styles

lInear paTTern
cenTer - cenTer

layIng paTTern
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earTh blend shadow blend

specIfIc InsTallaTIon guIde

To create straight edges, cut slabs with a concrete saw (rental).

begin by laying 3 
slabs at the centre 
of the surface to 
be covered. place 
3 slabs together to 
form a cloverleaf.

add more sets of 3 
slabs (cloverleaf)
to fill in the surface 
to be covered.

complete the 
balance of the 
surface to be 
covered with 
single slabs for 
the final result.

range 
sandy beIge

43 mm
1 11/16"

534 mm
21" 391 mm

15 1/2"

PortaGe® stePPinG stones

colours

unIT

weight per product 30 lb / 13 kg

number of units per ft2 0.67

Quantity per cube 90 units

description

This single module slab can be used for a wide variety 
of projects particularly patios and terraces. for the 
natural look of flagstone with irregular contours and 
surfaces. The random patterns can be used to obtain 
an “open” mosaic effect with fewer joints.

Features and beneFits

 – a variety of textures with the richness of slate

 – compared to natural stone these modules 
interlock perfectly for:

 - a more stable installation and less slab  
shifting resulting in joint expansion.

 - minimum number of cuts required,  
resulting in less waste of material

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.67 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required
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colour

unIT
weight per product 59 lb / 27 kg

number of units per ft2 0.39

Quantity per cube 52 units

298 mm
11 3/4"

50 mm
2"

798 mm
31 3/8"

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.39 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

lofttM Plank slabs

dorseT grey

description

both design and functional, the loft plank slab 
is a product of choice. Its design offers multiple 
lengths of slabs embedded in a single slab, allowing 
it to be simply installed, as well as a sleek and 
contemporary look. a trendy slab with infinite 
possibilities.

Features and beneFits

 – several lengths of slabs integrated into one 
large slab

 – modern colour that matches any layout

 – convenient and ideal installation for covering 
large areas lInear paTTern

cenTre - cenTre

layIng paTTern
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colour

unIT

weight per product 34 lb / 15 kg

number of units per ft2 0.78

Quantity per cube 88 units

198 mm
7 13/16"

60 mm
2 3/8"

598 mm
23 1/2"

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.78 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

tivolitM slabs

range 
sandy beIge

description

The Tivoli slab borrows its unique texture and 
richness from a natural stone. perfectly combining 
both rustic and contemporary designs, the Tivoli slab 
offers an irregular and almost organic effect which 
will withstand through the years with great taste.

Features and beneFits

 – Textures vary from one stone to another for a 
natural effect

 – rich and nuanced colour which will withstand 
the weather

 – modular and uniform sizes

 – Ideal for any type of layout or for japanese 
paving stones

lInear paTTern
cenTre - cenTre

layIng paTTern
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Mini-kendo® slabs

colours

unIT

weight per product 28 lb / 12.73 kg

number of units per ft2 without joints 0.76

Quantity per cube 84 units

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.76 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

description

The mini-kendo slab lightens up your garden. play 
with the gaps to create movement along your garden 
path. combine the mini-kendo and kendo slabs 
together for a path that blends perfectly with your 
décor.

danvIlle beIge rIchmond grey

400 mm
15 3/4" 

349 mm
13 3/4" 

50 mm
2" 
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colours

unIT

weight per product 66.9 lb / 30.34 kg

number of units per ft2 0.50

Quantity per cube 48 units

kendo® slabs

description

four different shapes, each with a natural texture 
and irregular contour, combine for a beautiful 
project with the look of natural stone, at a fraction 
of the cost.

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.50 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

600 mm
24" 

431 mm
17" 

56 mm
2.2" 

danvIlle beIge rIchmond grey
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QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.56 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

X = X 0.39 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

16 X 16 in.

16 X 24 in.

600 mm
24" 

400 mm
16" 

400 mm
16" 

400 mm
16" 

50 mm
2" 

50 mm
2" 

graphITe

lInear paTTern
cenTer - cenTer
100% recTangle

earTh blend

modular 
paTTern
25% sQuare 
and 75% 
recTangle

shadow blend

lInear paTTern 
(checkered) 
100% sQuare

saranak® slabs

colours

layIng paTTerns

unITs

16 in. x 16 in. 16 in. x 24 in.

weight per product 39 lb / 18 kg 59 lb / 27 kg

number of units per ft2 0.56 0.39

Quantity per cube 60 units 40 units

description

The saranak slab, available in 2 sizes, is designed 
with a natural chiselled stone look. It’s perfect for all 
your path, patio and terrace projects.

Features and beneFits

 – chiselled natural stone look

 – Irregular edges

 – can be installed straight or modular
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Quadral® slabs

colours

layIng paTTern

unIT

weight per product 40 lb / 18 kg

number of units per ft2 0.56

Quantity per cube 78 units

description

a single-size slab with false joints, creating the 
look of four unique sized pavers. Ideal for patios, 
walkways and terraces, providing a rich and highly 
varied texture that evokes the dignified look of 
natural slate.

Feature and beneFit

 – a variety of textures and joint patterns available 
through the six different surface stamps

earTh blend shadow blend

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.56 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

50 mm
2"

lInear paTTern

400 mm
15 3/4"

400 mm
15 3/4"
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colours

layIng paTTern

unIT

weight per product 35 lb / 16 kg

number of units per ft2 0.56

Quantity per cube 90 units

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 0.56 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

Patio+ slabs

description

To obtain the effect of interlocking pavers installed 
in a random way.

Feature and beneFit

 – Imitates the look of cobble paving stone

400 mm
15 3/4"

400 mm
15 3/4"

43 mm
1 11/16"

grey range Ivory beIge 

lInear paTTern
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Features and beneFits

 – very light and easy to manipulate

colours

unIT

description

a classic 12 x 12 inch slab with a lightly textured 
surface. a cost effective solution, ideal for creating 
simple installation.

Penny Pavers

colourdescription

Ideal for creating patios and walkways.

Feature and beneFit

 – lightweight

 – easy to handle and install

 – many combination of patterns unIT

Patio Pavers

quantity estiMate

X = X 1.00 =

length  width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

quantity estiMate

X = X 1.125 =

length  width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

12"
305 mm

8"
200 mm

1 3/4"
45 mm

1 5/8"
40 mm

12"
305 mm

16"
400 mm

naTural

naTural

red

weight per product 15 lb / 6.80 kg

number of units per ft2 1.125

Quantity per cube 240 units

weight per product 18 lb / 8.16 kg

number of units per ft2 1.00

Quantity per cube 120 units
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unITs

24"
600 mm

1 3/4"
45 mm

24"
600 mm

brick Patio stone

colours

layIng paTTerns

cenTer - cenTer checkered

description

To obtain the effect of interlocking pavers installed 
in a brick pattern parquet design.

Feature and beneFit

 – hydra pressed for unmatched strength 
and durability

 – easy to install

16"
400 mm

1 3/4"
45 mm

16"
400 mm

naTural red

quantity estiMate

0.56
(16 x 16 inch slab)

X = X 0.25
(24 x 24 inch slab) =

length  width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

16 X 16 In. slab

weight per product 30.9 lb / 13.61 kg

number of units per ft2 0.56

Quantity per cube 56 units

24 X 24 In. slab

weight per product 81 lb / 36.74 kg

number of units per ft2 0.25

Quantity per cube 28 units
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colour

unITs

diaMond slabs

description

an affordable solution, ideal for an easy installation.

Features and beneFits

 – diamond pattern non-slip surface

 – hydra pressed for unmatched strength and 
durability

400 mm
16"

40 mm
1 5/8"

400 mm
16"

QuanTITy esTImaTe

0.56
(16 x 16 in.)

0.25
(24 x 24 in.)

X = X 0.20
(24 x 30 in.) =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

naTural

600 mm
24"

750 mm
30"

600 mm
24"

600 mm
24"

40 mm
1 5/8"

40 mm
1 5/8"

16 X 16 In. slab

weight per product 30.9 lb / 13.61 kg

number of units per ft2 0.56

Quantity per cube 56 units

24 X 24 In. slab

weight per product 74.5 lb / 33.79 kg

number of units per ft2 0.25

Quantity per cube 28 units

24 X 30 In. slab

weight per product 97.3 lb / 44.13 kg

number of units per ft2 0.20

Quantity per cube 28 units
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doMino slabs

colours

earTh blend shadow blend

layIng paTTerns

unIT

weight per product 23 lb / 10 kg

number of units per ft2 1.00

Quantity per cube 120 units

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 1.00 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

305 mm
12"

305 mm
12"

50 mm
2"

cenTer - cenTer checkered

description

The perfect complement to the domino 50 paver, 
domino slabs can be used as inserts or to define 
boundaries. with a slightly embossed finish, this 
slab can also serve as the main component of patios 
and pathways.

Feature and beneFit

 – can be combined harmoniously with domino 
50 pavers
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Features and beneFits

 – visible on both sides, each module has a split 
face on both sides

 – bevelled module that allows you to create 
straight and curved line walls

 – The maximum permissible height is 2 feet 
(without overload)

colour

unIT

weight per product 20 lb / 9.10 kg

number of units per ft2 (front to back wall) 4.80

number of units per ft2 (side by side wall) 4.10

Quantity per cube 144 units

description

an antiqued finish on both sides. you can create 
small flowerbeds with straight or curved lines, using 
this bevelled wall.

country tuMbled wall

specIfIc layIng paTTerns

83.8 cm (33") = 17 units

2.4 m (8') = 40 units

3 m (10') = 48 units

curved wall

sTraIghT 
wall

range beIge range charcoal

102 mm
4"

203 mm
8"

160 mm
6 1/4"

228 mm
9"

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 4.80 (straight wall)
4.10 (curved wall) =

height length square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

InsIde 
dIameTers
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colour

dorseT grey

unITweight per product 30 lb / 16 kg

number of units per ft2 2.25

Quantity per cube 100 units

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 2.25 =

height length square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

description

a true contemporary garden wall with clean lines 
paired with varying depths that create a three 
dimensional texture and striking shadows across 
the face of each stone. The finished sides on all 
skyline wall units provide a practical way to achieve 
straight corners that blend perfectly with the 
stunning face of the wall.

102 mm
4" 

400 mm
16" 

146 mm
5 3/4" 

skylinetM wall
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colours

unIT

wall

weight per product 29 lb / 13 kg

number of units per ft2 2.25

Quantity per cube 100 units

curb

number of units per lin. ft. 0.75

description

The Townsend wall creates a stacked-stone look 
with a faux joint pattern. The innovative design 
means that you can use the same unit to build walls 
and curbs.

Features and beneFits

 – one simple size makes installation easy. 

 – finished corners - no cutting or sawing required 

102 mm
4" 

400 mm
16" 

146 mm
5 3/4" 

QuanTITy esTImaTe - wall

X = X 2.25 =

height length square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

shadow blend earTh blend

QuanTITy esTImaTe - curb

X 0.75 =

number of linear feet number of units per linear foot number of units required

townsend® wall and curbs
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QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 3.84 (straight wall)
3.27 (curved wall) =

height length square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

Features and beneFits

 – chiseled texture on all surface visible on  
both sides

 – beveled module that allows you to create 
straight and curved line walls

 – The maximum height suggested is 2 feet 
(without overload)

colour

unIT

weight per product 20 lb / 9.10 kg

number of units per ft2 (front to back wall) 3.84

number of units per ft2 (side by side wall) 3.27

Quantity per cube 144 units

description

a simple wall with an antique look, textured on all 
surfaces, giving a natural touch to your project.

beltis® tuMbled wall

shadow blend earTh blend

specIfIc layIng paTTerns

293 mm
11 1/2"

203 mm
8"

185 mm
7 1/4"

102 mm
4"

83.8 cm (33") = 12 units

2.4 m (8') = 32 units

3 m (10') = 38 units

InsIde 
dIameTers

curved wall

sTraIghT 
wall
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colours

unIT

description

a rustic miniature wall, perfect to be used next to 
small flowerbeds or as sidewalk curbs.

Features and beneFits

 – chiseled texture on all surface visible on both 
sides

 – beveled module that allows you to create 
straight and curved line walls

 – The maximum height suggested is 2 feet 
(without overload)

weight per product 7.50 lb / 3,40 kg

number of units per ft2 (front to back wall) 6.25

number of units per ft2 (side by side wall) 5.33

Quantity per cube 378 units

Mini-beltis® wall

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X = X 6.25 (straight wall)
5.33 (curved wall) =

height length square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

229 mm
9"

160 mm
6"

127 mm
5"

76 mm
3"

60.96 cm (24") = 12 units

119.38 cm (47") = 20 units

185.42 cm (73") = 29 units

specIfIc layIng paTTerns 

InsIde 
dIameTers

curved wall

sTraIghT 
wall

shadow blend earTh blend
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colour

unIT

weight per product 23 lb / 10 kg

Quantity per cube 120 units

description

grow your fruits, vegetables, plants and 
flowers anywhere!

Quickly and easily create custom planter boxes 
and raised-gardens of varying sizes, dimensions 
and configurations with this innovative block. Its 
unique design was developed to provide a stackable 
framework for your personalized creations. 

simply stack the blocks to the desired height 
(maximum 3 blocks high) and slide in 2 x 6 inch 
pieces of lumber into the designated notches to 
create walls. use rebar and capping units to solidify 
and create the finishing touches. fill with soil and 
plant products. enjoy!

Planter wall blocks

197 mm
7 3/4"

197 mm
7 3/4"

140 mm
5 1/2"

Tan

buIld your garden 
In one afTernoon

finalist!
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endless confiGuration 
Possibilities

basIc InsTallaTIon

TIered InsTallaTIon ouTdoor furnITure

bench

4 ft. 

8 ft.

2 ft. 

4 ft. 4 ft. 4 ft.

Visit permacon.ca for more 
configuration ideas.
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colours

unIT

description

This paver has a pure look with clean lines. The 
dimensions and regular layout of this classic can be 
used to create an effect reminiscent of brick.

Features and beneFits

 – clean lines

 – simple geometric shape

 – flexibility due to the variety of laying patterns

weight per product 5.25 lb / 2.38 kg

number of units per ft2 4.50

Quantity per cube 594 units

cobble-lite Pavers

8"
203 mm

1 5/8" 41 
mm

4"
102 mm

auTumn gold

charcoal

range red

shadow blend

quantity estiMate

X = X 4.50 =

length width square feet number of units per ft2 number of units required

layIng paTTerns

lInear paTTern
cenTer - cenTer

herrIngbone 
paTTern

45° herrIngbone 
paTTern

parQueT paTTern
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colours

unIT

description

small curb at an accessible cost, used for paved 
surfaces or small flowerbeds. The presence of an 
irregular joint evokes the feel of natural stone.

Features and beneFits

 – with a joint simulating 2 pavers, it gives a 
natural surface look

 – The bevelled ends of the curbs allow you to 
achieve straight or curved lines

weight per product 9.10 lb / 4.10 kg

number of units per lin. ft. 1.02

Quantity per cube 320 units

stratus curbs

earTh blend shadow blend

QuanTITy esTImaTe

X 1.02 =

number of linear feet number of units per linear foot number of units required

300 mm
11 13/16" 80 mm

3 1/8"

80 mm
3 1/8"
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Features and beneFits

 – a notch-jointed curb for easier installation

 – for better stability, the curbs should be 
embedded 3 in. into the soil

colour

unITs

description

attractive and practical, these edgers draw the 
eye and define flowerbeds, tree rings and planting 
areas. a classic and easy to use product that adds 
the finishing touch you’re looking for.

whITe

50 mm
2" 600 mm

24" 

150 mm
6" 

50 mm
2" 

600 mm
24" 

150 mm
6" 

sTraIghT scalloped curb

weight per product 21 lb / 9.60 kg

number of units per lin. ft. 0.50

Quantity per cube 144 units

radIus scalloped curb

weight per product 22 lb / 10 kg

number of units per lin. ft. 0.50

Quantity per cube 120 units

scalloPed curbs

colourdescription

a longer curb with simple geometry and clean edges for 
a definite classic look. The full system includes a 90° 
corner module and a radius module.

Feature and beneFit

 – Tongue and groove ends ensure great stability unITs

grey

200 mm
8"

80 mm
3 1/8"

1000 mm
39"

300 mm
12" 300 mm

12"

200 mm
8"

80 mm
3 1/8"

sTraIghT unIversal curb

weight per product 81 lb / 37 kg

number of units per lin. ft. 0.31

Quantity per cube 40 units

90° unIversal corner curb

weight per product 42 lb / 19 kg

Quantity per cube 64 units

universal curbs
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Features and beneFits

 – heavier is better; 50 lb means better 
anchoring power and greater stability

 – Increased bearing strength means dek-block 
is the strongest product

 – made for canadian winters, the dek-block can 
withstands freeze thaw cycles

 – Quick and easy installation. no excavation 
required

colour

colour

unIT

unIT

weight per product 47 lb / 21 kg

Quantity per cube 60 units

weight per product 59 lb / 26 kg

Quantity per cube 60 units

description

proven performance in the canadian market for 
decades, the permacon dek-block is a must when 
designing a wood deck.

description

holds 4 x 4 in. or 6 x 6 in. posts vertically.

grey

grey

280 mm
11"

280 mm
11"

190 mm
7 1/2"

300 mm
12" 

300 mm
12" 

190 mm
7 1/2" 

dek-block

dec-or-Post®

THE

ORIGINAL
CONCRETE

DECK
SUPPORT

THE

ORIGINAL
4-Way

Dek-Block™

THE

 Original
CONCRETE DECK

SUPPORT
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305 mm 
12"

813 mm 
32"

1092 mm
43"

shadow blend

spark arresTor
751 mm
29 1/2"

earTh blend

beltis® fire Pit kit

coloursdescription

The simple, rustic design will be the focal point of 
your space and the envy of the neighborhood. spark 
arrestor included.

product weight 800 lb / 363 kg

unIT

N
E

W
 p

r
o

d
u

c
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colour

unITs

description

perfect for all your renovating and building projects.

standard blocks

naTural

4"

6"

8"

10"

depth 4 in. 6 in. 8 in. 10 in.

weight per 
product

24 lb / 
10.9 kg

29 lb / 
13.2 kg

40 lb / 
18.1 kg

45 lb / 
20.4 kg

Quantity per cube 120 units 100 units 75 units 54 units

16" 

16" 

16" 

16" 

7 1/2" 

7 1/2" 

7 1/2" 

7 1/2" 
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sPlash Pad

weight per product 56.5 lb / 25.7 kg

Quantity per cube 48 units

description

 – Ideal for channeling damaging water away from 
your home

 – helps to keep basement dry

naTural

colour

unit

12"

24"

2 1/2"

grey beIge

coloursdescription

use polysand bond for paver joints up to 1 inch (250 
mm) on sloping areas, around pools, driveways, patios 
and sidewalks. helps prevent weed growth, anthills 
and erosion.

Surface per 15.9 kg (35 lbs) bag 

domino slab 56 ft2 (5.20 m2)

quadral slab 64 ft2 (5.95 m2)

saranak slab 119 ft2 (11.00 m2)

domino 50 pavers 37 ft2 (3.44 m2)

heritage universal pavers 56 ft2 (5.20 m2)

quantity chart For joint Filling

weight per product 35 lb / 15.9 kg

sakrete PolyMeric sand
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Pavers and slaBs  
installation Guide
excavation

To begin, mark out the area to be excavated with stakes and string. you can indicate 
various key points on the ground with an aerosol marker. extend the surface line by 6 
inches (150 mm) on all sides. The curbs will be laid in the excess area.
determine the level of your patio. you must provide a drainage slope away from 
the house of 1/4 inch (6.5 mm) per foot. If your project measures 10 feet (3 m), 
you will have a slope of 2 1/2 inches (63.5 mm).
dig a minimum of 12 inches (300 mm) deep. 
check along several points that the foundation is at the same depth. cover 
the bottom and sides of the excavated area with a geotextile membrane. The 
geotextile will prevent the foundation from mixing into the natural soil. It will also 
provide greater stability.

foundation

spread 10 inches (254 mm) of 0-3/4 (0-20 mm) crushed stone. level it with 
a rake. To facilitate compaction, you can hose down the surface. use the 
mechanical tamper or vibrating plate to compact the entire surface. overlap the 
strokes of the tamper.
To check that the foundation depth is uniform, use the stakes and attach a string. 
stretch the string tight and, maintaining the drainage slope, check along several 
points to make sure that the entire foundation is at the same depth.
spread the stone dust between the pipes. level it with a rake first and then with 
the aid of a straight board.  
move the pipes and repeat the operation until the entire surface is done. do not 
walk on the stone bedding. gaps are created when you move the pipes. These will 
be filled in a later stage during the installation of pavers and slabs.

installation

pull a string to align the modules in the first row. place the first slabs or pavers on the 
bedding. continue work by walking on the modules. never walk on the bedding. walk 
on the slabs or pavers and fill in the gaps left by the pipes.
check the alignment of pavers or slabs after 5 rows and adjust them as needed with 
a screwdriver. If you need to cut pavers or slabs, use a concrete saw from a rental 
centre. This will give you a straight cut. we strongly recommend that you wear safety 
glasses when cutting pavers or slabs. when cutting, keep a distance from the pavers 
or slabs already installed because dust and dirt will irreversibly stain the modules 
already in place. 
for pavers only: you can use a cold chisel and a small sledgehammer. draw a line 
on the paver. strike along the line. finish the cut by striking firmly on the visible 
face of the paver. 
installing the curbs: If you install concrete curbs, you must install them directly on 
the same bedding as your slabs and pavers. If you are installing plastic paving edges, 
you must install them directly on the same bedding as pavers or slabs. Insert nails 
every 8 inches.

finishinG

for slabs: when you have completed laying the slabs, spread polymeric sand and 
sweep it in all directions to fill in the joints. you should never use the vibrating 
plate on the slabs.  
for pavers: spread sand and stabilize the pavers with a vibrating plate. This will 
set the pavers into their bedding and level the surface.
sweep away any excess sand. To easily remove surface sand from pavers and 
slabs, use a leaf blower.
before watering, make sure that no sand remains on the surface. gently spray 
a fine mist of water for 10-15 seconds on a portion of the paving surface. wait 
3-4 minutes. spray again until no more water soaks into the paver joint. stop 
after two repetitions. we strongly suggest that you read the complete procedures 
described on the polymeric sand bags. 
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Excavation

To begin, mark out the area to be excavated with stakes and string. you can indicate various key 
points on the ground with an aerosol marker. determine the level of your wall from the lowest point. 
dig a trench at least 12 inches (300 mm) deep by 24 inches (600 mm) wide.

To check that the depth of the trench is uniform, use the stakes and attach a string in a level 
manner. stretch the string tight and with a line level, check along several points to make sure that 
the whole trench is at the same depth.

Foundation

fill the trench with 10 inches (254 mm) of 0-3/4 crushed stone (0-20 mm). level it with a rake. 
To facilitate compaction, you can hose down the surface. use the mechanical tamper to compact 
the entire surface. overlap the strokes of the tamper.

To check that the foundation is uniform, attach a string in a level manner. stretch the string tight 
and, with a line level, check along several points to make sure that the whole foundation is at the 
same depth.

installation

spread 1/2 inch (12.7 mm) of stone dust on top of the compacted foundation. check the final 
level with a spirit level.

 for the first row only, if necessary, remove the lip on the rear of the block with a small 
sledgehammer. remove the lip on the rear for these types of blocks: chiseled wall, border wall.

This step will assist in leveling the blocks. prepare a number of blocks in advance. 

we strongly recommend that you wear safety glasses for this step.

pull a string to align the blocks in the first row. Install the first row of blocks, starting with a 
corner. check levels in both directions, from front to rear and left to right. remove or add stone 
dust to adjust the level. you can also adjust the level by lightly tapping the surface of the block 
with a small sledgehammer. check the level from block to block.

To start the second row, cut a block in half to make a half block. draw a line around the block. 
strike that line. finish the cut by striking firmly on the visible face of the block. you can also 
make the cut with a concrete saw.

we strongly recommend that you wear safety glasses for this step. 

next, install a second and third row of blocks, making sure that the rear lip, if there is one, rests 
firmly on the block on the row underneath. If the block has no rear lip, you should position the 
block by aligning the front faces. alternate the position of the blocks to off-set the joints. check 
that the blocks are leveled.

never install blocks in a column. you must always overlap the joints. To ensure that the wall is 
solid, you can glue each block with concrete adhesive.

when the wall is completed, install a perforated drainage pipe behind the wall and connect it to 
the existing drainage system. fill the space behind the wall with ¾ inch (20 mm) clean stone.

Install a geotextile. This will prevent garden soil from contaminating the clean stone. 

The back of the wall can now be filled with dirt or top soil.

wall installation Guide
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Finishing

for certain types of walls, capping is necessary. If this is the case, 
all capping modules must be glued with concrete adhesive.

fold the geotextile under the front of the last row. 

slide the capping module forwards so that it overhangs from the 
face of the wall by about 1 inch (25.4 mm).

tools

visit permacon.ca to watch the wall installation video.
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universal curb

steP 1 
dig a trench 200-300 mm (8-12 in.) deep by 300 mm (12 in.) 
wide. note : the depth depends on the use of the curbs and 
the height relative to the pavers.

steP 2 
compact the bottom of the trench with a tamper. ensure that 
the soil is firm and contains no plant matter or clay. spread 
0-20 mm (0-3/4 in.) stone in 100-mm (4-in.) layers, levelling 
and firmly compacting between layers, up to the desired level 
for positioning the border. Ideally, at least 150 mm (6 in.) of 
stone should be installed under the border.

steP 3 
spread a thin layer of crushed stone on which to set the borders. 
This layer facilitates adjustments. Install the borders according to 
the landscaping plan.

steP 4 
fill the space around the curbs with 0-20 mm (0-3/4 in.) 
stone and then compact it with a tamper. 

scalloP decorative curb

steP 1 
dig a trench 100 mm (4 in.) deep by 200 mm (8 in.) wide.

steP 2 
spread 50 mm (2 in.) of crushed stone in the trench. check 
to see if the final level of the curb is satisfactory. adjust the 
level if necessary.

steP 3 
continue backfiling both sides of the curbs using the stone dust. 

steP 4   compact the foundation on both sides of the curbs.

stratus curb

steP 1 
dig a trench 100 mm (4 in.) deep by 200 mm (8 in.) wide.

steP 2 
spread 50 mm (2 in.) of crushed stone in the trench. check 
to see if the final level of the curb is satisfactory. adjust the 
level if necessary. 

steP 3 
continue backfiling both sides of the curbs using the stone dust.

steP 4 compact the foundation on both sides of the curbs. 

curB installation Guide

noTe: The stratus curb will be installed on the same level as the 
pavers.follow the installation guide of paving stone or slabs.
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What do i need to consider When Planning a Patio or retaining 
Wall? 
the essential information to consider when purchasing and installing pavers or walls 
are the warranty, quantities of material and maintenance. pavers can enhance the 
appearance of your property and improve your lifestyle.

deciding how you will use your new landscaping project can often guide you in making 
the right decision for your purchase. remember to check local building codes and 
bylaws before excavating or ask for advice from info-excavation of your area.

What tyPe oF Pavers should be installed around a Pool?
concrete pavers are the best choice to ensure a cool surface for bare feet around a 
pool. select pale colours, which absorb less heat, and opt for a smooth rather than a 
rough finish.

hoW can i Prevent grass and Weeds From groWing betWeen 
Pavers?
be sure to fill the paver joints with polymeric sand, which prevents the growth of weeds 
and grass. contrary to popular belief, weeds grow from above the blocks, not below. 
airborne pollen is the main contributor to the proliferation of weeds.

things you need to knoW about eFFlorescence
it is possible that after a couple of weeks or months, a white substance will emerge from 
your pavers, walls or slabs. this substance is efflorescence. it is a whitish powder like 
deposit which sometimes appears on concrete products. this deposit is the residue of 
a soluble salt carried to the face of the product by moisture and left on the surface as a 
dry powder following evaporation of the moisture. 

the efflorescence will continue until either the salt or moisture supply has been 
exhausted. this can take a few months. there are certain products that can quickly 
eliminate the efflorescence but be forewarned that it can resurface till all of the 
efflorescence subsides naturally. this is why it is recommended to wait at least 60 
days before applying the sealant. efflorescence does not affect the structural integrity 
in any way.  

What kind oF Warranty covers your Products?
permacon offers a 50 years warranty for concrete landscaping 
products for residential use only. for our complete warranty 
statement, including exclusions, visit permacon.ca.
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